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Presentation Outline

� What is a “Wicket”?

� What is “Governance”?

� What is this Presentation?

� Sticky Wickets #1, 2, 3 & 4

� Beyond Sticky Wickets

� Discussion Questions
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What is a “Wicket”? 

� A small gate or door, especially one 

forming part of or placed near a larger 

gate or door

An opening like a window, especially a 
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� An opening like a window, especially a 

grilled or gated window through which 

business is transacted

� The space through which the ball is 

bowled in cricket 
[Merriam Webster Collegiate Dictionary, 10th edition, 1997]



A “sticky” wicket….

� Is a barrier to getting what you want!
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What is “Governance”?

� Governance = Authoritative process where 
a collective group makes important 
decisions, determines whom to involve in 
decision making, and establishes how it will 
account for its efforts (Institute on 
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account for its efforts (Institute on 
Governance, 2005)

� Governance includes two key functions that 
distinguish it from other coordinative, 
collaborative, or management efforts 
(Kagan and Kauerz, 2006)  



What is “Governance”?

Two Key Functions:

� Authority:  Governance includes the authority to make 
– and enforce – critical decisions on priorities and 
funding of the entities being governed.  In addition, 
governance entities have the authority to initiate, 
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governance entities have the authority to initiate, 
implement, and influence policy change. 

� Accountability:  Governance includes accountability 
to someone or some entity and accountability for
something (Posner, 2002). 

� Accountability for something usually translates into 
fiscal accountability and into effectiveness or 
performance accountability



What is this presentation?

� A point of view on four too often 

unacknowledged sticky wickets  
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related to governance



� Should ECE governance issues only be 
viewed through the lens of systemic 
wickets?

Or Are They Also About:
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Or Are They Also About:
� Issues of Purpose, Identity, & 

Responsibility?
� Structural/Bureaucratic Impediments?
� Knowledge & Skills for Implementation?
� Leadership?



Sticky Wicket #1: Issues of Purpose, 
Identity, & Responsibility

� Governance of Whom? For What?

For example, is it:
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For example, is it:

� Early Childhood Governance

OR IS IT: 

� Early Learning/Early Care and 

Education Governance?



Sticky Wicket #1: Issues of Purpose, 
Identity, & Responsibility

� What defines and bounds early care and 
education as a field? (Goffin & Washington, 
2007)

� Series of field-defining questions related to 
overarching issues of purpose, identify, & 
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overarching issues of purpose, identify, & 
responsibility

� Lack of answers to field-defining questions 
confound the challenge of determining 
“governance of whom” and “governance for 
what”

� Tendency to confuse challenges of 
governance with field’s adaptive issues 



Sticky Wicket #1:Issues of Purpose, 
Identity, & Responsibility

� What is the “system” being governed?

� What defines and bounds early care and 

education as a field?
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� In absence of answers to field-defining 

questions, efforts to design and implement 

governance structures  further fragment and 

fracture the field

� This is a systemic wicket!



Sticky Wicket #2: 
Structural/Bureaucratic Impediments

� Structural Impediments to effective 
governance

� Learning as we go…..

� Need to be catalogued
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� Need to be catalogued

� Field’s focus has been on important work of 
documenting and analyzing emerging 
governance models 

� In the process, attention to what is needed 
for effective execution/implementation has 
largely been overlooked 

� This is a knowledge wicket!



Sticky Wicket #3:

Knowledge and Skills for Implementation

� Knowledge impediments to effective 
governance
� What preparation and experiences are needed in 

terms of knowledge, skills, and dispositions?

� Field’s focus has been on documenting and 
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� Field’s focus has been on documenting and 
analyzing emerging governance models 
� In the process, attention to knowledge and skills 

needed for execution has been marginalized 

� Not an unknown but rarely generalized to or accessed 
by ECE

� This is an execution wicket!



Moving Beyond Sticky Wickets: 
Sticky Wicket #4 — Leadership

� The exercise of leadership

� What does field mean by 

“leadership”?
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� “….most fundamentally, leadership in 

early care and education cannot be 

defined until the field defines what 

constitutes early care and education.”

Kagan and Bowman, 1997



Moving Beyond Sticky Wickets: 
Sticky Wicket #4 — Leadership

� ECE brings limited attention to 

leadership and leadership 
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development

� The knowledge and skills needed to 

effectively govern — to govern within 

new/existing governance structures —

are largely ignored 



Moving Beyond Sticky Wickets: 
Sticky Wicket #4 — Leadership

� My definition of exercising leadership: 
Mobilizing others to do important work 
[Heifetz and Linsky]
� Technical vs. adaptive leadership
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� Technical vs. adaptive leadership

� Leadership differs from management

� Leadership differs from advocacy

� Leadership differs from governance

� Not about “leaders”; not about authority

� Often involves risk taking

� This is a leadership wicket!



Beyond Sticky Wickets 

� We need to be more attentive to the 
knowledge and skills required by those who 
work in ECE governance structures

� Technical knowledge and skills
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� Technical knowledge and skills

� Organizational 

� Administrative/Managerial [not to be 
confused with program management]

� Strategic and tactical 

� Political

� What else?



Beyond Sticky Wickets

� Adaptive Leadership Knowledge & Skills
� Distinguishing between adaptive and technical 

leadership challenges
� Leadership ≠ Authority
� Place work in context 

� Focus on the future you are trying to create
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� Focus on the future you are trying to create

� Consider new realities 

� Uncover values and beliefs – including your own
� What is truly sacred?

� Let conflict emerge 
� Identify the learning that needs to happen to move the 

work forward
� Accept that choices & trade-offs will be made



Beyond Sticky Wickets

� How do we expand the knowledge base 
needed for effective governance - both 
adaptive and technical?

� How do we bring more focus to leadership 
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� How do we bring more focus to leadership 
as a central element of ECE governance?

� Can effective governance help unify the 

early care and education field?



Discussion Question

What are your thoughts on the ideas in our 
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What are your thoughts on the ideas in our 
presentation? 



Discussion Question
Are we helped or hindered in creating coherent governance 
by this representation of a state early childhood 
development system?

Early Childhood Systems Working Group



Children 
Thriving  

Core Elements of an Early Childhood Development System 

Governance
to set policy direction for the 

comprehensive systemProvider / 
practitioner support

to offer technical 
assistance and promote 

professional development

Standards
reflect effective 

practices, programs, & 
practitioners and are 
aligned across the 

system

Monitoring Thriving  
Families 

Supported

Financing
sufficient to assure 

comprehensive quality 
services based on standards

Research & 

development
includes cross-system 

data, planning, 
analysis, and 

evaluation

Monitoring
to track program 
performance and 
results based on 

standards

Communications
to inform families, 

providers, and the public



Discussion Question

How do you respond to the definition of 

governance presented in this slide?

Are these the elements to be governed?



Discussion Question

From your positions, what are the structural 
impediments to exercising leadership on behalf 
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impediments to exercising leadership on behalf 
of effective governance within your 
agencies/organizations and within your states?
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